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Sep 3, Explore gillen6's board "name writing & activities", followed by people on Pinterest. See more ideas about
Preschool names, Preschool literacy .

Easy Toddler Name Art from Learn with Play at Home â€” This tape resist name art encourages creativity
while working on name recognition. Our Names in Watercolor from Teach Preschool â€” Simple, colorful
way to practice writing names with young children. Painted Name Rocks from Mama. But always, always,
always we start with a little ones name. There was an error submitting your subscription. January 11, by Sarah
Leave a Comment If there is one thing I know from the past 5 years of my life, it is name activities for
preschoolers! Please try again. Cut the letters apart in varying patterns. Perfect for games of I-Spy! We are in
the midst of a doozy of a snowstorm right now. As in, 45 ways were super easy to find. Name Activity Using
Toy Cars from Buggy and Buddy â€” Make letter roadways for favorite toy cars to travel on while children
explore their names. DIY Name Stamps from Preschool Inspirations â€” Kids can use these name stamps in
play dough or with paint, all the while exploring the letters in their names. Rainbow Names from Mamas Like
Me â€” Delve into colors, textures, and scents with this simple name activity. Leaf Name Game from The
Pleasantest Thing â€” This would be perfect with the changes of the seasons, especially when the leaves are
falling. Sign up! Learning letters is important, but there are 7 other critical skills little ones need to know
before they can learn to read! SO many. I bring you 45 Awesome Name Activities for 3 and 4 year olds or
anyone else interested â€¦ Name Hockey â€” My youngest loves playing hockey, so I thought this was a fun
way to bring in some name practice. Spring Flowers Name Activity from Stir the Wonder â€” Decorate doors
and windows with these interactive name flowers the kids can put up, take down, and rearrange. In the
classroom and in my home, learning names has been front and center. Loads of ideas, right? So for those of
you with little ones just on the cusp of learning letters, these activities are just for you well, I suppose for your
little ones, it might be a little odd for you to do on your own. Using the garden hose as a learning tool!
Children connect the cubes to spell their name. Our power has been on and off, as has our internet. Children
who are learning to match upper and lower case letters will benefit from matching one to the other. Make a
new set each month and send them home at the end of the month for extra practice. Preschool Name Puzzles
from Teaching 2 and 3 Year Olds â€” Children mix and match letter cards to learn how to make their names.
Hope you are staying warm friends, thank you for being here. Students attach the letters of their name in order
to spell it correctly. Clothespin Dinosaur Names from Play to Learn Preschool â€” Dinosaur-loving kids will
get a kick out making their names become part of these dinos. Building a Name â€” A real hands-on activity
as kids use blocks to make a name tower. After that, I like to teach the letters in the order I chat about in this
post: Teaching letter recognition. We like to put uppercase letters on one side of the stick and lower case on
the other, to help them make a connection between the two. Foaming Names from Fun-A-Day â€” Kids can
turn their names into a colorful, foaming science experiment!


